
Our company is looking for a transformation architect. We appreciate you taking
the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you
don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your
level of experience.

Responsibilities for transformation architect

Spotting patterns across various waves to identify common issues to be
tackled by the DMS Center of Excellence
Ensuring with his/her peer DMS Architects the proper development and
staffing of the team of the change agents and DMS business leaders
Demonstrating distinctive written and oral communication skills stakeholder
management, influencing and change management skills
They will serve as credible advisors to the executives leading the business, to
the DMS program leadership
Analyze, design & develop commercially viable end-to-end technical solutions
for the customers
Design Solutions that meet and exceed the Client’s needs, to define the user
model and user interface for new and existing products and features
Design high level and detailed storyboards, proof of concepts and prototypes
to effectively communicate interaction and design ideas
Always be innovative, constructive, to lead in change and strive to improve
the usability of new and existing products
Creates design documents that ensure consistency in development across the
IT organization
Work with specific niche skill architects and functional leaders to ensure
optimum solution design for each opportunity

Qualifications for transformation architect
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Ability and willingness to travel and work on customer site (approximately 50-
70% of time) around the world
Offers insight based on complex customer engagements back into the Work
Group & Discipline leads for consideration in further development of field
enablement plans
Enterprise and/or Business architecture credentials are highly valued
Deep Retail industry expertise on the business processes that do (and will)
create competitive advantage
Ability to conduct visioning sessions with senior leaders to create a common
view of the “art of the possible”
Customer Experience (CX)


